
 

Staff Selection Commission 

Combined Graduate Level Examination, 2014 - Declaration of result of  written Examination  

for calling candidates for Interview/Skill Test  

 
 The Staff Selection Commission conducted the Combined Graduate Level (Tier-II) 

Examination, 2014 on 11.04.2015 & 12.04.2015. 

 2.     Based on the marks in the written examination in Tier-I and Tier-II and as per cut off 

fixed by the Commission, candidates qualifying for different posts are as per the lists as under:  

 i) List-I   : All Interview Posts/ 

 ii) List-II  : Statistical Investigator/Compiler and; 

 iii) List-III : All non-interview posts  

  

List-I: Candidates qualified for all Interview posts (other than Statistical 
Investigator/Compiler) 

 SC ST OBC Ex.S OH HH VH UR TOTAL 

CUT-OFF 
Tier-I + Tier-II 
(Paper I+II) 

  365.50   349.75 398.75  361.00 340.00   231.25 359.00 426.25  

CANDIDATES 
AVAILABLE 

1734 873 4188 208 174 132 21 4916* 12246 

(*  In addition to the number of UR candidates shown above, 1386 OBC, 113 SC and 

36 ST candidates are also meeting the cut-off for UR category. Such candidates 

have been shown in their respective category). 

List-II: Candidates qualified for the posts of Statistical 

Investigator/Compiler   

 SC ST OBC UR TOTAL 

Cut-Off 

Tier-I + Tier-II 

(Paper I+II+III) 

391.25 355.25 436.25 467.75  

CANDIDATES 

AVAILABLE 
154 76 368 425* 1023 

(*  In addition to the number of UR candidates shown above, 104 OBC, 7 SC and 2 

ST candidates are also meeting the cut-off for UR category. Such candidates have 

been shown in their respective category). 

 



List-III: Candidates qualified for Non-Interview Posts   

 SC ST OBC Ex.S OH HH VH UR TOTAL 

CUT-OFF 

Tier-I +  Tier-II  

(Paper I+II) 

331.50 308.50 365.00 288.00  307.00 182.00  307.00 

 

 

 397.25  

 CANDIDATES 

AVAILABLE 

4353 2224 10913 1003 407 293 82  10942* 30217 

 (* In addition to the number of UR candidates shown above, 4417 OBC, 509 SC and 

151 ST candidates are also meeting the cut-off for UR category. Such candidates 

have been shown in their respective category). 

 There are 501 candidates common between List I and List II and 911 candidates common 
between List II and List III.  

3. Candidates may note that -  

i) Revised options can be submitted during the document verification, if they desire, 
which will be final. If options are not revised, the option submitted in the 
applications will be accepted as final 

ii) Any candidate qualifying for Interview in List-I and List-II will be required to appear 
for Interview only once. Similarly, any candidate qualifying in more than one List 
would be required to appear for Skill Test (DEST/CPT) only once.    
 

iii) All the candidates declared qualified in List-III will be called for Document 
verification/DEST. Candidates qualified in List-III for non-interview posts other than 
the post of Tax Assistants are required to come specifically for document 
verification, otherwise they will not be considered for final selection. 

 
iv) Candidates declared qualified in List-I who have also opted for the post of Assistant 

in CSS will be called for Computer Proficiency Test (CPT).  
 

v) The candidates called for CPT will not be called for DEST separately and Module-I of 
CPT will be taken for evaluating their performance against DEST. 
 

vi) All candidates listed in List-I, List-II or List-III need to appear for document 
verification once. Candidates who do not attend document verification will not be 
considered for final selection.  

 

4. The lists herein are provisional.  The candidates whose Roll numbers figure in the lists 

would be called for Interview/Skill Test/document verification subject to their fulfilling all the 

eligibility conditions/requirements as prescribed for the respective posts in the ‘Notice’ of 

Examination and also subject to thorough verification of their identity with reference to their 

photographs, signatures, handwritings, preference, etc., on the application forms, admission 

certificates, etc.  If, on verification, it is found that any candidate does not fulfill any of the 

eligibility conditions, he/she will not be allowed to attend the Interview/Skill Test.  



5.  The category of the candidates has been indicated along with their roll numbers. If any 

candidate finds a mismatch between his/her name, roll number and category, he/she must 

bring it to the notice of the respective Regional Office of the Commission immediately.  

 

6.  The Interview/Skill Test is likely to commence in the June 2015. The schedule will be 

available on concerned Regional Office’s website. Qualified eligible candidates, who do not 

receive call letters for the Interview/Skill Test/document verification should contact the 

concerned Regional Offices of the Commission immediately.  

 

7.  Representations received from the candidates about the answer keys have been 

carefully examined and the answer keys have been modified wherever necessary. The modified 

answer keys have been used for evaluation.  

 
8. OMR answer sheet of the candidates who did not code their particulars correctly have 
not been evaluated.  OMR answer sheet of the candidates who were in possession of mobile 
phone and / or electronic devices have not been evaluated. 
 

9. The result is available on SSC's Website: http://ssc.nic.in. Marks of the candidates will be 

placed on the website shortly. 

 
  

 
Under Secretary (C-1/1) 

18.05.2015 
 
 
 
 

 


